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DIY Answers: Getting More Utility 
Out of the HKU Scholars Hub
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HKU Scholars Hub
• HKU’s online expertise directory, making 
HKU researchers and their research visible
• Expert finder - centralized information on 
about 1,500 professorial staff including their 
contact details, research interests, 
publications, patents, community service, 
RPg student supervision and grants received
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What is the value?
• Reuses yearly performance data (publications, awards) that 
academic staff submit to APA
• Captures research grant data
• Captures RPg supervision & links to theses
• Links to bibliometrics
• Provides downloads for open access materials
• Shows community service
• Shows collaborations
• Makes the information easy to search for researchers, students, 
journalists etc.
• Consistent format across whole university
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Searching?
• Google search for ”telephone survey methodology” 
“Hong Kong”
• Search from HKU home page for:
– Collaborator
– Supervisor
– Media contact
– Top down search: faculty, dept, individual
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Reuse pages via links
• Can use add link on departmental pages to avoid need 
to update personal pages
• http://www.ssrc.hku.hk/director.html
• http://www.surgery.hku.hk/staff_view.php?id=10002
• http://www.anaesthesia.hku.hk/academic_detail.php?
content=3
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What is the Hub?
• Current Research Information Management (CRIS)
• Research Information Management System (RIMS)
• Information discovery (external & internal)
• Decision support (internal)
• Cyberinfrastructure (the research eco-system)
• Virtual Research Environment (VRE)
• E-Research
• E-Science
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CRIS flavours
• Commercial
– Elsevier: Pure, SciVal Experts
– Thomson Reuters: Converis
• Open Source
– Vivo
– Dspace-CRIS
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DIY: Examples (1) <the Hub>
• What are the top 10 journals in my Faculty?  In each of the 
Faculty Departments?
• Potential nominees for the Faculty Research Output Prize –
Who are those faculty members in my Faculty who have 
published in the top 10 journals in the past 12 months?
• Where can I find their citation counts?
• Are there any top 1% scientists in my Faculty?
• How many research outputs did the faculty members in my 
Faculty produce in the previous financial year? How many 
were books?
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DIY: Examples (2) <the Hub>
• Total amount of research grants that the faculty members in 
my Faculty produced in the previous year? 
• How about a specific grant, such as Public Policy Research?
• How about honours and external awards obtained by faculty 
members in the previous financial year?
• How to identify potential technology areas in my Faculty that 
have the potential for technology transfer – patents in XXX 
area, ITF in XXX area?
• A list of overseas universities with which faculty members in 
my Faculty have/had collaborative projects?
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DIY: Examples (3) <the Hub>
• A delegation from University X is coming to visit.  Do we 
have alumni from that University in our faculty?
• Identify an expert?
– For consultancy, or respond to tender on X?
– To give talk on X in an academic conference?
– For media enquires? To respond to policy address or gov’t 
budget?
• Potential RPg student asks for a suitable supervisor in X 
subject.
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The HKU Scholars Hub (The Hub)
-- A Current Research Information System (CRIS)
HKU Sources
- Registry
- Research Services
- Graduate School
- Public Affairs
- Tech Transfer
External Sources
- Scopus,
- WoS, ResearchID
- SSRN
- ACM Digital Library
- Google Scholar Citations
- Etc.
• Individual scholars
• Individual Depts
Librarians
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